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Abstract—An essential part of satellite communication is the
orientation of the antenna, which can be difficult to ascertain on
mobile platforms such as ships. While equipment to measure
orientation accurately at sea exists, current solutions are
expensive. This paper describes work toward an antenna
orientation system using low-cost Global Position System (GPS)
receivers. We investigated two methods: one using the spatial
difference between multiple GPS units at the vertices of a
polygon, and the other using the differences over time measured
using a single GPS unit.
We tested the antenna orientation system with the Omnispace
F2 satellite at the US Electrodynamics, Inc. (USEI) teleport in
Brewster, WA. Although non-correlated systematic errors in the
GPS receivers made the multiple-GPS system impractical, the
time-differential method was able to maintain a satellite lock for
the majority of a simple test course. The reliability of this
solution may be further improved using a gain-based correction
algorithm.
Keywords— GPS; heading determination; orientation model;
satellite communication

I. INTRODUCTION
Satellite communication is essential for mobile platforms,
especially naval vessels. Smaller vessels would benefit from a
satellite communications system that is small, easy to install,
and inexpensive. For low and medium Earth orbit satellites, the
antenna mount has to turn to follow the satellite’s trajectory,
which requires knowledge not only of the satellite’s ephemeris
data, but also the boat’s position and heading and an exact time
reference. However, while Global Positioning System (GPS)
units make it easy to find the position of the vessel and the
time, finding its bearing is difficult. While all vessels have
instruments that measure bearing, connecting to those
instruments would be complicated and vessel-specific. A
satellite tracking system that can determine orientation
independently of the vessel would be easier to install, more
flexible, and more robust.
Unfortunately, GPS receivers have limited precision, thus
making determination of orientation difficult. There are
differential solutions which improve GPS precision to the level
needed to determine heading using real-time kinematics
(RTK), but these require high-quality antennas and
sophisticated circuitry to measure carrier wave phase
difference. Existing solutions are also expensive [1]. Precise
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point positioning (PPP) methods are only useful for postprocessed data, making them useless for this application [2].
We tested two methods for determining bearing using low-cost
equipment: one that uses multiple GPS receivers to improve
precision, and one that uses multiple measurements over time
by a single GPS receiver to determine heading.
We tested our system using Omnispace F2 (formerly ICO
F2), a medium Earth orbit satellite with an altitude of 10,500
km and an inclination of 45 degrees to the equator. We used a
helical antenna attached to a rotating mount with motor
controllers that can point the antenna toward any location in
the sky with two axes of motion: azimuth and elevation. The
antenna has a 3-dB beam width of about 60 degrees. Our goal
was to maintain a high received signal strength from the
satellite as the test platform changed direction. This was
measured using Eb/N0 (energy per bit to noise power spectral
density ratio) as reported by the satellite modem.
II. DESIGN OF THE HEADING UNIT
We started by considering three methods for determining
orientation, of which the simplest solution used a GPS unit and
an inexpensive magnetometer to find bearing. The bearing was
corrected using a magnetic declination map. However, we
discovered that magnetic fields as small as 0.045 mT interfered
with the magnetometer substantially, giving highly unreliable
results. Since we encountered much larger magnetic fields in
the laboratory and outside during our tests, we concluded that
the magnetometer was not a robust solution.
This left us with two approaches: using multiple GPS
receivers to determine heading by the difference in position
between different receivers, and using the time differential
between multiple readings from a single receiver to determine
the heading of a moving vessel.
A. Multiple-GPS Method
A simple method for determining heading is to use the
difference between the positions of two GPS receiver. The
angle of the vector connecting the two positions can be
measured with respect to true north. However, to keep the
system easy to install, the GPS units need to be close to each
other, at which point their limited precision introduces large
errors into the calculation of the heading. This problem can be
mitigated by the addition of more GPS units; however, this
complicates the calculation of the heading.
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the average of 100 triials.

The GPS receeivers are positiioned in a know
wn shape with an
unkknown orientaation. Our algo
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he known shaape
andd size of the receivers and rottates and shiftss it to get as clo
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as possible to th
he recorded po
ositions by miinimizing the χ2,
whhich is the squ
uare of the diffference between the measurred
possitions and th
he theoretical position of th
he receives. The
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direection of the beest-fit polygon determines thee heading.
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S receivers placced
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n a
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G units for our
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testts.
One problem that arose was that four GPS units rarely gaave
fouur different readings, and iff two gave th
he same positiion
reaading the fitting
g algorithm diid not work. To
T deal with th
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we extrapolated values
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from a sliding
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window
w of 10 measurred
possitions and ussed a linear extrapolation to estimate the
t
possition for the cu
urrent time.
The test structure consisted of four Adafru
uit Ultimate GPS
Loggger Shields ($44.95 each), each connecteed to an Arduiino
Unno microcontro
oller ($24.95 each). One unitt was secured to
eacch end of each
h of two wood
den boards, wh
hich were boltted
toggether at right angles,
a
and foaam padding waas placed beneaath
thee circuit boardss to minimize the
t effects of vibration
v
(Fig. 2).
Wee found in testiing that a GPS unit could deteect differencess in
possition of about 2.3 m, so we used
u
2.5-m boarrds.
A USB hub at
a the center off the boards co
onnected the GPS
recceivers to a co
omputer. The unit
u was tested
d by placing the
t
struucture on a caar and driving slowly along a predetermin
ned
rouute. The car’ss heading cou
uld then be compared
c
to the
t
calculated heading from GPS measurements.

Fig. 2. T
The test hardware for the multiple-G
GPS method. At tthe end of each
board is a GPS receiver connected to ann Arduino Uno m
microcontroller.
Positions are read out throough a USB hub (not shown) to a computer for
processinng.

me-Differential Method
B. Tim
If tthe vessel conntaining the aantenna is mooving in the
directioon its bow is facing, headiing can be deetermined by
lookingg at repeated m
measurements ffrom a single G
GPS receiver.
This m
method used an Arduino Uno microcontrolleer attached to
an Adaafruit Ultimate GPS Logger S
Shield. Once peer second, the
currentt position was stored and thee angle betweeen the current
positionn and the prrevious positioon was calcuulated as the
headingg. If the GPS uunit lacked a ssatellite fix or recorded the
same poosition twice, tthe previous heeading was retuurned.
Thiis method doess not give accuurate results iff the vessel is
standinng still, rotating in place, or drifting in a direction the
bow is not facing. Wee designed algoorithms to accoount for some
of thesse situations byy using a smaall gyroscope, bbut were not
able too fully test thhe solutions. An automaticc gain-based
correctiion (see Disccussion) mighht also accounnt for these
situatioons well.
C. Mottorized Antennna Mount
Oncce the headingg was calculaated by either method, the
Pythonn module PyEphhem calculatedd the current poosition of the
satellitee from its twoo-line element and the necesssary altitude
and azzimuth for thhe antenna. The microconntroller sent
instructtions to two sstepper motors that adjusted the azimuth
and eleevation of the aantenna. The pposition of the antenna was
updatedd every five secconds.
D. Gaiin-Based Correection
Thee Arduino micrrocontroller allso received thhe signal gain
from thhe satellite m
modem’s autom
matic gain coontrol (AGC)
output, allowing it to measure the sstrength of the signal. If the
gain drropped too low
w, readouts from
m the modem’ss AGC could
be usedd to maintainn lock on the satellite by aadjusting the
azimuthh and altitude tto maximize gaain. The antennna could then
be poinnted in the direection where thhe gain is the highest. This
methodd compensates for failures iin the headingg algorithms.
Howevver, technical ddifficulties prevvented us from
m fully testing
this sysstem.
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III. TESSTING

The underlyin
ng cause for the inaccuratee heading valu
ues
seeems to be non--correlated systtematic errors in the GPS un
nits
theemselves. When
n two GPS units were placed
d directly nextt to
onee another, the average
a
record
ded distance waas stable but was
w
meeasured to be 1..42 m. Repeateed tests found that
t two units did
d
nott give a reliably
y different posiition until they were 18 m apaart.
Thiis implies thaat each module varied substtantially in th
heir
inddependently reeported positiion. These additional
a
erro
ors
renndered the head
ding algorithm
m unable to reliably fit the fo
our
poiints of the polygon using ch
hi-squared valu
ues, which led to
rappid fluctuationss of the heading
g output. Altho
ough atmospheeric
effe
fects also affectted the measurred positions, the
t changes weere
corrrelated between the modulles, so the efffect on headiing
dettermination was small.
B. Time-Differen
ntial Method
As Fig. 3 indiicates, the timee-differential method
m
perform
med
well at determinin
ng bearing on a calibrated test course. To test
its performance with
w actual sateellite communiications, we ussed
thee US Electrodyn
namics, Inc. (U
USEI) teleport in Brewster, WA
W
to transmit and receive the signal using thee Omnispace F2
sateellite. The vesssel was simulaated using a carr with the mob
bile
anttenna mount attached
a
to thee top. We meaasured the Eb/N
/ 0
from
m the satellite transmission as
a we drove alo
ong a simple test
rouute.
For verificattion, we first drove the route using a
com
mmercial diffe
ferential GPS unit by Hem
misphere Glob
bal
Navvigation & Surrveillance Systtems, which relliably determin
nes
heaading to within
n a few degrees. Fig. 4(a) shows
s
that Eb/N
/ 0
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Fig.. 3. Heading meaasured by two diffferent methods on
o a test course. The
T
mullti-GPS method usses differences bettween four GPS receivers mounted on
the vertices of a square of side 2.5 m. The
T time-differenttial method examin
nes
ments by a singlle GPS receiver. Equipment for both
consecutive measurem
T
metthods were placed on a car and driveen around a calibrrated test course. The
timee-differential meth
hod gave results th
hat closely match the course, while the
mullti-GPS method’s results
r
appear to be randomly scatterred.
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A. Multiple-GPS
S Method
We tested botth methods by driving the eq
quipment aroun
nd
c
in a carr. The heading
g values given by
a ccalibrated test course
thee time-differenttial method lin
ned up well with
w the expectted
couurse directionss; however, th
he multiple-GP
PS method gaave
heaading values which varied errratically (Fig. 3).
3 As a result, we
w
deeemed that this method is no
ot viable for the
t antennas and
a
disttances we weree using.
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Fig. 4. Eb/N0 and headinng data when usinng different methoods to orient the
satellite aantenna. A motoriized satellite antennna mount was moounted to the top
of a carr and driven on a simple test courrse. The directionn of the satellite
was determined byy (a) a high-end coommercial orientaation unit and (b)
antenna w
a low-coost time-differentiaal method. Both aalgorithms maintaained high Eb/N0
throughoout the test. The diifferences in Eb/N
N0 between the twoo tests is because
they werre performed at diffferent times durinng the satellite passs.

stays hiigh and stable along the test rroute. We thenn repeated the
test usiing the time-diifferential metthod, with resuults shown in
Fig. 4((b). While thee systems did not always aagree on the
headingg (Fig. 5), the calculated heading was close enough to
maintaiin a good Eb/N
N0. (The differrence in Eb/N0 between the
two is because they w
were conducteed at different times during
the sateellite pass.)
IV. CONCLUSSION
Nonn-correlated ssystematic diifferences beetween GPS
antennaas prevent a m
multiple-GPS soolution from beeing practical
for low
w-cost receiverss. More sophissticated solutioons or higherquality antennas are required for a multiple-receiiver solution.
Howevver, this study inndicates that using low-cost G
GPS modules
with a time-differenntial method iss feasible for determining
headingg.
Whhile the differenntial solution w
was able to maaintain a high
Eb/N0 ffor much of thee test course, nootable divergennces from the
actual hheading occurrred (Fig. 5). O
One reason foor this is that
differenntial algorithm
m relies on suffficient distancee between the

Heading (Degrees)

high-quality signal can be maintained using a time-differential
system. The gain-based correction system that was not tested
should provide an additional layer of security to keep signal
strength high. Further work will continue in this promising
direction.
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Fig. 5. Comparison in heading between the low-cost time-differential method
and ground truth as measured by a commercial orientation unit. Both units
were mounted on a car that drove around a simple test course. The two line up
well for most of the course but diverge at the end.

two points to obtain an accurate heading. Because the polling
rate for the GPS unit was 1 Hz, the accuracy of the differential
algorithm declined when the speed of the car was below 1 m/s.
This can be solved by reducing the polling rate.
In conclusion, we showed that low-cost hardware may be
realistically used to orient a satellite antenna to maintain
connection with a medium earth orbit satellite from a moving
vessel. While several issues with hardware and software
remain to be resolved, the tests show a proof of principle that a
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